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Ryan Lamont Jones has become a profound spiritual leader and acclaimed
empowerment legend. His approachable and humble 6’9” stature as well as
his charismatic, contagious, enthusiastic personality and presence make
people take notice. This ordained minister has over 15-years’ experience as
a dynamic nationally respected
award-winning, highly sought As an actor seen on television more than 15 times a
after
Certified
Speaking day, 365 days a year, I've been exposed to the best
Professional, Certified Performance Improvement and most gifted individuals in all walks of life! Ryan
Specialist, Transformational Trainer, On-Air Radio Jones is a Master Motivational speaker! He speaks
with effortless energy, great passion and divine
Personality and an Author/Writer.
wisdom! It is evident to everyone he encounters that
He is one of the Top 25 Speakers Shaping the Speaking
Profession with his hard-hitting, high-energy, contentrich and paradigm-shifting presentations. He conducts
keynote addresses, breakout sessions, conferences,
conventions, retreats, seminars, training programs and
workshops for associations, churches, clubs, colleges and
universities, groups, organizations, public and private
traditional/non-traditional schools.

he genuinely cares about others and wants to see
them succeed at the highest level. Since I met him,
my life has been enhanced by his presence and I'm
confident that I have gained a true friend. Ryan
embodies everything a role model should possess. He
motivates everyone around him to aspire to greatness
in all arenas of life. Ryan Jones is a leader, role model,
mentor and anointed man of God!"
~Tommy Ford, Actor/Director/Speaker

“I am so proud of the work this amazing young man is doing. I
had the pleasure of meeting and working with him 2 years ago
when I was asked to speak to the youth about empowerment
and living their dreams. Ryan works tirelessly to inspire and
improve the circumstances and minds of people. He gave me a
new invigoration to use my platform as an actor and
influencer. We quickly became family and I am honored to be a
part of his movement and life.”

~Jazsmin Lewis, Actor/Producer

"Enthralling is the word that came to mind as I watched Ryan
speak to an auditorium packed with students. There were
Hollywood celebs that spoke on the same program, but he
was the most engaging speaker by far. Not only did he engage
and inform the students, but I looked into the eyes of the
adults as he spoke and he had them as well. I couldn't help but
wish I could be half the speaker Ryan is. His ability to spit the
straight dope without watering it down and yet not leave
anyone behind or feeling less than or talk over their heads was
a joy to watch. Ryan is an inspiration and will no doubt touch
the lives of many with his God given gift. I learned so much
from him that day and I look forward to learning more from
him as our friendship develops and grows for years to come."
~Mark Christopher Lawrence - Actor/Comedian/Speaker

Social Media: @StandTallRyan

“Ryan Jones is one of the most reliable and considerate people
I've come to know in my life. In this day and age of fast food
friendships and social media likes and loves, it is such a comfort
to know that Ryan is in the world. He is a man of integrity
who has accomplished so much. His service to the community
and others is invaluable. He has a heart of gold. Anyone that
has the fortune of coming into contact with Ryan will be
blessed beyond measure.”

“I Inspire You To Have A Desire To Go Higher.”

~Kimberly Hawthorne, Actress

